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ICS library doubles in size in one short summer

by Rosanne Lopers Sweetman

How can the library of a small, financially-
strapped institution double its holdings in
the blink of an eye (or in the flash of an
elevator door)? It’s a happy story to tell.

The heirs of Professor Meyer Cornelius Smit,
a renowned reformational scholar, decided to
send the contents of his entire library—-
estimated at about 15—20,000 volumes, plus
personal and academic archives——to the Insti
tute for Christian Studies. It arrived in
two truckloads on August 11 and 13 with the
help of De Boer’s Furniture Company staff.
ICS staff and students unloaded hundreds of
boxes off the elevator, stacked them in any
spare space to be had, rearranged the current
library holdings, and expanded the library
space by about one—third to make room for the
new arrivals.

Who was M.C. Smit and why is this a significant collection to have? Dr.

Meyer Smit was a professor of history and philosophy at the Free University

of Amsterdam from 1955 until his death in the summer of 1981. He taught

medieval philosophy, philosophy of history, medieval history, and general

foundations courses for history and art history students. Although he held

a degree in history and was trained to be an historian, by inclination he

was a philosopher, according to Dr. Al Wolters, professor of the history of

philosophy at ICS. Wolters said Smit’s greatest message to history students
was that that was not a contradiction——philosophy is relevant to history.

Wolters views Smit as one of the greatest reformational scholars that ever

lived, equally as important a figure in this tradition as D.Th. Vollenhoven
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and Herman Dooyeweerd, even though he was somewhat younger than these two
men and followed their pioneering work. As a matter of fact, Smit studied
law under Dooyeweerd and received a degree in law from the Free University.
He also held degrees in theology and letters.

Harry Van Dyke, Smit’s close associate and research assistant in philosophy
of history since 1970, was instrumental in arranging for the library to be
housed at the ICS. Van Dyke, now on the faculty of the recently—opened
Redeemer College in Hamilton, Ontario, initially suggested that Smit con
sider donating the library to the ICS. Smit had responded positively to
his suggestion but things had not been finalized before he died, so the
heirs were left to decide upon the destination of the library. All knew
that Smit wanted the library to have a single destination and to be kept
intact. Smit’s heirs, his three brothers, knew that his close associates
believed his work was certainly worth continuing, so they arranged for a
Professor M.C. Smit Foundation to be established to do just that. This
Foundation, whose Directors include Professors A.P. Bos, Egbert Schuurman
and Hendrik van Riessen, was the original recipient of the entire collec
tion. Said Smit’s oldest brother, “The cause of the Free University was
close to our brother’s heart and if the estate can further the cause of

Christian scholarship, we are happy to forego this

____

inheritance.” The Foundation has since turned

IJ
I around and passed the library on to the ICS. We

- now have full use of it and carry the privilege
4 of maintaining it for scholarly use. No doubt it

will prove immensely stimulating to all students
of reformational philosophy, in particular philo
sophy of history.

j.

I Smit was not a well—known national figure in The

Netherlands

but he was well—respected in the (
academic world and had many contacts with Catholic
as well as with secular scholars. Those who fol
lowed the Kuyperian tradition knew him and his
teachings well. Wolters attributes his relative
obscurity on a national or international scale to
the fact that he did not write or publish very
much.

Stacking the boxes in any There are many unpublished manuscripts in the
spare space to be had donated collection, including lectures on various

topics, course outlines and class notes, mimeo

graphed material for his students, and personal notes. It is hoped that

many of his manuscripts can be edited and compiled into books for wider

distribution. There is an understanding between the Foundation and Van

Dyke that he will continue to work on translation and publication projects

so that Smit’s work can be shared. Presently Donald Morton, a Ph.D.

candidate at the Free University, is working for a committee to translate

and compile several of Smit’s manuscripts for publication.

Primarily the contents of the collection can be described as follows. The

majority of the works are on history, philosophy, theology, biblical

studies, law, ancient near eastern studies (including a notable collection

on Egypt), and art history. There is also a scattered collection of books

on linguistics, sociology and natural sciences. The library also has a

very large number of very expensive and up—to—date reference works, inclu

ding dictionaries, encyclopedias and law books.

All of these books were housed in Smit’s home. A bachelor’s household and
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a professor’s salary of 26 years allowed him to amass an enviable personal

library. Eventually even his large house presented space problems so that

he had to resort to stacking boxes to store things. Along with the many

boxes of books that arrived at the rcs are hundreds of sturdy cardboard

containers and about 25 large filing cabinets that hold journals, periodi—

( cals, photocopies of articles, precis of articles and books, student

papers, his own class notes from student days, and a great variety of

other academic materials.

Smit’s library is also unique in that it has a complex and extensive series

of filing systems which contain the above items. Filing and çung

was done by student assistants and by people that he persQJy hire.4
Unfortunately, the filing system is peculiar to Smit andnly after stead

detective work will others be able to make full use of t.

Although it will take months to sort and catalogue all the books, it is

hoped that we can soon complete an initial identificationO9f the holdin

so that scholars can have access to it by mid—term. The
which also holds the contents of Professor Herman Dooyeweerd’s l1r’ary,
besides a large collection of books, essays and journals of reformed
scholarship, has recently gone from being a partially—circulating collec
tion to being a completely non-circulating one. The addition of the Smit
collection created the need for added security and proper accessibility,
so while the collection is non-circulating, the hours that the library is
open were extended.

Because many of the books in the Smit collection are in English, as well
as German, French and Dutch, it is hoped that this addition to the ICS
library will allow us to carry more of our responsibility in contributing
to the realm of scholarship in the Toronto area and beyond by sharing
these resources with scholars both in and outside of the ICS.

See the next issue of Perspective for a story about a collection of mater
ials by Prof. Hans Rookmaaker that is now available in the ICS library.

Rosanne Lopers Sweetman is Educational Services Coordinator and library
supervisor for the AACS/ICS.

ICS establishes link with book publisher

by Robert VanderVennen

The Institute for Christian Studies has achieved
a major breakthrough by the establishment of a
co—publishing arrangement with University Press
of America.

By the terms of the arrangement the Institute is
able to set up plans for publishing a series of
academic books for which it has the major voice
in decisions of academic quality. The publish
er’s staff will review each book submitted to be
sure that the book meets its basic standards.
Books may be written by a single author, by two
or more people writing in collaboration, or they
may consist of papers collected from academic

Perspective newsletter is published bi
monthly by the Association for the
Advancement of Christian Scholarship,
229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5T 1R4.

Authorized Second Class Postage paid,
to the USA and Territories, mailed from
the AACS Foundation, 320! Burton
Street SE., Cirand Rapids, Michigan
49506. All other copies mailed under
authorized Second Class pri’ileges from
foronlo, Ontario. Send all address
changes and other inquiries directly to
AAUS. 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario M5T lR4.
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conference presentations like those sponsored frequently by the ICS.

University Press of America is a highly regarded publisher especially set
up to publish academic books. Its books are attractive, published at a
lower cost than most academic books, and are promoted through an extensive
marketing and distribution system aimed at a wide range of academic pro—
fessionals.

A special advantage to the Institute is that its academic books can now be
published without much delay. Inflation is making it much harder for trade
publishers and university presses to publish academic books of which they
may sell only a few hundred copies. This often results in delays of a few
years while various publishers, one after another, each take often six
months or more to decide whether they will be able to publish a book. With
this new arrangement, when the Institute decides that it wishes to have a
certain book published, the book may be produced within only six months
after that decision has been made!

To satisfy the University Press of America, the ICS is setting up an Edito
rial Committee of four to six academic people who will decide which book
manuscripts it would like to see published. Each book will then be read
critically by two or three scholars who are knowledgeable in the field in
which the book is written, people who are not on the staff of the ICS or on
its Board. These readers may sugges.t that certain changes be made, and if
their basic advice is positive, the book will be prepared for publication.

The first book accepted for publication in this program is the collection
of papers given at the 1981 philosophy conference “Rationality in the Cal
vinian Tradition,” hosted by the ICS. Likely to follow are the edited
papers given at the international conference on Christian perspective in
the social sciences, hosted in 1978 by the Institute, and a book on philo—
sophy written by Hendrik Hart, ICS Senior Member in Philosophy.

After the University Press of America gives its approval to a book, the ICS
will have the manuscript prepared in camera—ready form, either typeset or
typewritten format, for offset printing. The Institute is required to pur
chase 85 copies for resale, which is not a problem. First printings are
usually 300 to 500 copies, with reprints as needed so long as at least 50
copies of the book are sold each year. Most books are published both in
paperback and hardcover editions.

The Institute is not required by this arrangement to submit all of its
publishable books to University Press of America. It can continue to have
some books published by Cambridge University Press, Harper and Row, Eerd
mans, and Oxford University Press, as in the past. But the writing and
publishing service of the Institute have come of age with this new program,
and we expect to produce books at a faster pace than in the past.

Robert VanderVennen is Executive Director of the A/LCS.

AACS members and friends
in western Canada and
northwestern U.S.A. may
want to cut this out and
keep it handy for reference
in the future.

AACS/ICS Western Office
Nick Loenen, Representative
9331 # 2 Road
Richmond, B.C.
V7E 2C9

Phone: (604) 274—3868
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ICS to host student conference in January

.A conference for students interested in the relationship between their

Christian faith and their academic work is scheduled to be held at the

( Institute for Christian Studies January 28—30, 1983. This will be the

first ICS—sponsored conference in many years devoted to the needs of stu
dents not in residence at the Institute.

The theme of the conference will be Christian hope for academic work and

future vocations. Where have we come to historically and philosophically

and how has academic work become secularized? What trends and directions

offer us hope for renewal? How does our faith in Christ give us hope for

individual and societal renewal?

Three keynote addresses and a series of workshops in five tracks (education,

natural sciences, arts, social sciences and philosophy) will make up the

weekend program. ICS senior members will take the greater part of the lead

ership with other resource people coming from local schools and community
organizations. A Saturday evening program of entertainment and a worship
service Sunday morning are also planned.

Registration for the conference is an economical $20. Those interested in
more information should contact the ICS at 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario M5T 1R4.

ICS plans economics seminar for summer, 1983

Dr. Anthony B. Cramp, professor of economics at Emmanuel College, Cambridge
University, England, will conduct a one—week seminar on “Economics in
Christian Perspective: a sketch map” from June 27 to July 2, 1983. The
seminar will be based on a manuscript Cramp has prepared for publication
on the same theme.

This seminar should appeal especially to students of economics who have not
previously had the direction or forum in which to grapple with issues in
their field as Christians who want to apply their faith to their academic
work. Topics to be covered in this seminar include naturalism (the world—
view of modern economics), positivism (the method of modern economics),
utilitarianism, pragmatism, theism, stewardship (the organizing idea of
Christian economics), consumption (consumer sovereignty versus consumer
shalom), production (efficiency versus harmony), distribution, and trade
and aid.

Registration fees for the seminar have not yet been set. For more infor
mation on the program or registration, please contact the ICS or watch for
further details in future issues of Perspective.
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ICS greets 45 students for new school year
Twenty—one new students enrolled in cour—
ses or programs of study at the Institute
f or Christian Studies this year. Coupled
with twenty—four returning students, this
brings enrollment to a total of forty—five,
slightly down from last year’s record-
setting total of fifty—one. New students
come from Ontario, Saskatchewan and Bri
tish Columbia in Canada; Pennsylvania,
Washington and New Jersey in the U.S.A.;
and from Holland and Greece. Four stu
dents are now enrolled in the Ph.D. pro-
gram at the ICS in cooperation with the
Free University of Amsterdam.

Watch for short sketches about each of the
new students in our column “From theinside track” so that you ëan find out what motivated them to come to theICS and what studies and goals they hope to pursue.

Returning full-time students

Home

1’r

1L

New students (l-r) Wes Wikkerink,
Jack Porter, Mariette Goudzwaard
and Pearl Luymes

New full-time students Area Program

Gene Haas Theology Ph.D. SaskatchewanGary Duim Political Theory M.Phil. WashingtonJack Porter Political Theory M.Phil. PennsylvaniaGary ShahInian Philosophical Theology M.Phil. New Jersey1inne Burghgraef Political Theory Certificate OntarioPhedon Kaloterakis Philosophical Theology Certificate GreecePearl Luymes Philosophy Certificate British ColumbiaBarry Porter Aesthetics Certificate OntarioLaurie Sloat Aesthetics Certificate PennsylvaniaHenry Venema Philosophy Special OntarioMariette Goudzwaard Philosophy Special Holland

Vaden House Theology Ph.D. OntarioDonald Knudsen Aesthetics Ph.D. PennsylvaniaBob Rogers History of Philosophy Ph.D. PennsylvaniaJohn Chapko Philosophiaal Theology M.Phil. PennsylvaniaTim de Jager—Seerveld Philosophy M.Phil. OntarioJeanette Zwart Knudsen History M.PhIl. OntarioKeith Pavlischek Systematic Theology M.Phil. PennsylvaniaJim Prall Systematic Philosophy ).Phi1. TexasSteve Prediger Philosophical Theology M.Phil. MichiganJon Chaplin Political Theory M.Phil. EnglandBarry Shue Philosophical Theology N.Phil. PennsylvaniaSteve Shaw Philosophical Theology M.Phil. EnglandCord Wilson Philosophical Theology M.Phil. OntarioMichael Ophardt Aesthetics M.Phil. PennsylvaniaCarroll nn Goon Aesthetics N.Phil. Utah
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M.Phil. theses in processPart—time students Home

__________________________

Home

EBekee Ontario Susan Bower Ontario

Geoffrey grown Ontario Thomas Burnham Illinois

Theo De Bruyn Ontario Bruce Clemenger Ontario

( ) Edith May. Ophardt Pennsylvania John Hiemstra Alberta

Ron Otten Ontario Clarence Joldersma Ontario

John Richter Ontario Malcolm MacRury Ontario

KarrSeht Ontario Johanna Selles Roney Ontario

Ed Vanderkloet Ontario Richard Middleton Ontario

Wes Wikkerink Ontario

Michael Williams Michigan

Don Wheabon Ontario

ICS Opening of 1982-83 year

by Aileen Van Ginkel

An informal gathering of students, staff, board members and friends of the
Institute marked the official opening of the ICS on September 13. The
evening began with introductions made by each person. The frequent jests
and quips (the Junior Members outdoing the Senior Members) gave this time
of making acquaintances an entertaining air.

Senior Member Paul Marshall paid tribute to David Koyzis who received the
M.Phil. degree during the past semester. Although Koyzis could not be
present, Marshall spoke a few words about his thesis on the work of Hannah
Arendt, and remarked that Notre Dame University, in South Bend, Indiana,
accepted Dave into its Ph.D. program largely on the strength of his thesis.

The program was frequently punctuated with
singing, and was highlighted by Senior Member
Al Wolters’ meditation on Jesus’ parables of
the Kingdom in Matthew 13:44,45. Wolters
pointed out that Christ’s comparisons of the
Kingdom of God to a treasure hidden in a field
or a pearl of great price, which are obtained
through selling all that one has, are sometimes
passed over by people associated with the
reformational movement. We more often use the
parables of the Kingdom as a grain of mustard
seed or as leaven in talking about the effect
of Kingdom—building activities. Wolters’
reminder that the Kingdom of God requires a
willingness to sacrifice things we value highly
was timely in view of the threat that Bill 137
poses to the Institute’s ability to grant de

grees. Leaving behind degree—granting status——and maybe even the existence
of the Institute—-may be required of us if it means promoting the Kingdom
of God in some better way.

The reception following the program gave many people the chance to talk
with each other for the first time after the summer recess.

Aileen Van Ginkei is Director of DeveZopment at AACS.

George Vandervelde, gracious
host of the 1982 ICS Ope’iing
program
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Each summer over 1500 people

gather at four different loca

tions across the continent to

take part in AACS—sponsored

conferences. These are no

longer strictly for students,

as in past years, but have be

come family conferences.
Grandparents, toddlers, teens

and young parents intermingle

with young adults and students

in lecture, workshop and re
creational settings, together
trying to come to a clearer

understanding of their task and

role as Christians facing difficult and complex issues. For many people,

such conferences are a bit of a “blind date”——they are invited to come by

friends or relatives; they do so out of curiosity and casual interest.

Afterwards, often because of the conference, their relationship with the

AACS turns into a more steady one.

“The Bible, our treasure” was the theme at the Bulkley Valley annual con

ference in northern British Columbia. John B. Hulst, President of Dordt

College in Sioux Center, Iowa, was the guest speaker. His presentations

covered how the Bible is viewed, used and shared. He taught that the Bible

must not be merely viewed as a historical narrative but rather as something

of great value for our life. The Bible as our treasure must not be placed .

on a shelf for display only, but it must be used. Correct principles of (
interpretation must be employed so that the Bible is properly used, that is,

it must not be approached superstitiously, dogmatically or rationalisti

cally. Neither is it an allegory or a myth.

If these principles are applied properly

it becomes the way of salvation that must

be shared, Hulst explained in his third

lecture. Jesus delegated the preaching

of the gospel to the instituted church as

its primary task: the message of repen

tance, atonement, grace, new birth, and

God’s kingdom. The church must tell this

complete and unique gospel to the whole

world because the world needs it.

A portion of the crowd .Zistening to -Each lecture was followed by a discussion

speaker John B. ffult V
period which often cont.flue.d.. unofficially

over refreshments. Nick Loenen, AACS

Western Representative, conducted a workshop on. views of Christ in relation

to culture. The talent show provided, a. tim
e of relaxation, and the times

of singing and eating shared by so many were truly rich experiences. The

planning committee felt that this was a very successful conference,, not in

the least because df so many helpful volunteers and contributions.

For the first time in history, groups. of
people had to be turned away from

the Niagara conference in Ontario because registrationwas so high. A pop— V

ular theme,, “All in the Family,” and a line—up of
workshops. on. issues all

families face attracted many firs
t—tim

e
attenders to this conerenc..

AACS Summer conferences

C’

AACS fcvnily conferences: for people of all ages

N
, \ \ V /
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Jan De Waal, an adult education specialist from Edmonton, Alberta, gave two

keynote addresses. She outlined the characteristics of a healthy family

and family of God within the biblical perspectives on commitment, community

___

and the image of God we bear. Such char
acteristics are that its members each have
a strong sense of belonging; its members
are valued, respected, responsible; its
purpose extends beyond itself; it is
marked by trust; it can deal with adver
sities, failures and successes; it has
traditions, rituals, special observances;
its members communicate; it has a sense of
play and humour; and it lets go. She

_________

concluded that the nuclear family, when
its efforts are concentrated on self-pre
servation and survival, is not Scriptural

or viable. She emphasized the needs and contributions of single people and

single parent families in relation to the nuclear family and the family of

God, the church. In the discussion groups following her lectures, con

ferees were asked to look at their own families and their church family,

to see just how clear those characteristics were and how they could be

developed.

The workshop led by Jan and her husband Sid was a
popular one. In it they illustrated the communica
tion process in the family through brief skits and
gave examples of how to improve communication be
tween family members. This was also the theme of
James Olthuist workshop on parent—teen communication,
where he emphasized the need for trust between fam
ily members for effective communication to take
place. A very moving workshop was led by Jim and
Deborah Marshall and some friends on the special
circumstances that blended families face through
remarriage, adoption and foster—parenting. Aukje
Masselink, in her workshop on exceptional children,
stressed the need for the Christian community to
accept these children and help them reach their full
potential in bringing glory to their Creator.

All of the workshops developed themes Jan brought
out in her keynote addresses. The themes of single

ness, the place of the elderly, role of the church, sexuality in the family
and the stages of growth in a marriage were treated. Many people commented

on the immediate relevance of what was said, able to return home knowing

concretely how to work at making their home and church family life more
healthy and more Christ-centered.

A well—organized Family Fellowship Fair as well as coffee breaks, campfires
and mealtimes gave everyone the opportunity to meet old friends and extend
the borders of their Christian family with new members. A conference choir
made the Sunday worship services even more stirring than they typically are
at these conferences. Led by Calvin Langejans and Gene Westra from Holland,
Michigan, and accompanied by some talented musicians, It raised spirited
singing to new heights. The morning service, led by Rev. Andrew Kuyven
hoven, editor of The Banner, and the vesper service, created by ICS Senior
Member Hendrik Hart, were occasions for reflection and joy in the face of
our Creator.

Taking a break in scenic B. C. setting

Jan De Waal prescribed a
healthy home and church
family life
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The AACS conference for people from southern British Columbia and Washing
ton also demonstrates a shift in focus from the study conference to the
family conference. This year’s theme was “From Communion to Community.”
Hendrik Hart’s addresses were, in his own words, more pastoral than acade
mic in tone. The resulting discussions centered on local Christian com
munities and, inevitably, on the form of Sunday worship services.

The family focus of the conference was evi
dent in a number of other ways, too. Adults
were seen to be skipping a lecture in order
to babysit. The “underground” newspaper, the
AACS Grinder, was produced in between quick
peeks at the children. Moreover, older con
ferees were seen walking with fingers inter
laced, discussing a variety of things.

It is difficult to capture the essence of
this year’s conference. Let’s say that as
much time and energy seemed to go into think
ing of new ways to roast (AACS Western Repre
sentative) Nick Loenen as into discussing
whether children should partake of the Lord’s
Supper or whether all Christian Reformed
Church ministers should be re—educated. The

topic of the conference was the issue of community; the conference itself
was an experience of one. (And Hendrik Hart even had time to do some bird—
watching.)

Although numbers were down from previous years and although the sun didn’t
break through rain clouds until the second day, the AACS conference in Al
berta brought many people together for a challenging weekend where economic (and social issues were raised. Main speaker for the event was Gerald Vande—
zande, public affairs director for Citizens for Public Justice (CJL Founda
tion), who addressed the theme “From Economic Distortion to Shalom.”
Vandezande emphasized, “Our Lord clearly did not intend the creation to be

a banquet at which we are free to gorge ourselves,
and He obviously did not create people to eat,
drink and merrily exploit creational resources as
they see fit. The abundant life in Christ cannot
be reduced to, nor equated with, contemporary
society’s definition of the good life, which has
become synonymous with material abundance, which
stimulates spending for the sake of consumption
and even encourages waste and obsolescence.”

A solid strength of the conference lay in the
utilization of knowledgeable people to lead work
shops, although the sessions were of more educa
tional than practical value. Topics covered were
responsible Christian investment, profits and
stewardship, economics of housing, global corpor

ations and the food system, the role of a Christian credit union, biblical
public justice actions, and more. Held at Gull Lake Baptist and Sonshine
Camps on Labour Day weekend, conferees expressed appreciation for a well—
organized conference where a sense of intimacy and community spirit was
strong.

by Rosanne Lopers Sweetman, with reports from Betty Bandstra (Bulkiey VaZ
Zey), Curt Gesch (Southwest B.C.) and Waily van de Kieut (Aiberta).

/ i:
r

A small part of the community at
the southwest B.C. conference

All set for a game at the
Niagara Conference

(
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Association for the Advancement
of Christian Scholarship

N Institute for Christian Studies

( 229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1 R4
Canada

A Statement of Our
Position on Bill 137
and the 1CS Charter
September, 1982

It was on March 21, 1980, that the In
stitute for Christian Studies was informed
by letter that Dr. Bette Stephenson,
Minister of Colleges and Universities, had
introduced into the Ontario Legislative
Assembly a bill “. . .to regulate the Granting
of Degrees”. It was known then as Bill 4.
Though it did not come up for a vote dur
ing that session of the Legislature, it was re
introduced in 1982 as Bill 137.

This bill was—and at this writing still is—
a grave threat to the Institute. On the sur
face it does not seem very serious. This is
the heart of what it says: No person [institu
tion] shall directly or indirectly (a) grant
degrees; (b) provide a program of post-
secondary study leading to a degree to be
conferred by a person in or outside On
tario; (c) advertise a program of post-secon
dary study offered in Ontario leading to a(- degree to be conferred by a person in or
outside Ontario; or (d) sell, offer for sale, or
provide by agreement for a fee, reward or
other remuneration, a diploma, certificate,
document or other material that is, or indi
cates or implies the granting or conferring
of, a degree,

unless the person
(e) is by a special Act of the Assembly

granted the authority to grant degrees; (t)
on the day this Act comes into force, is a
person who has by a special Act of the
Assembly been granted the authority to
grant degrees or whose authority to grant
degrees has by a special Act of the Assembly
been confirmed; (g) is a degree-granting in
stitution established in Canada and listed in
the Schedule; or (h) is a degree-granting in
stitution established outside Canada and
has the written consent of the Minister.

So the bill says that in order to grant de
grees or offer instruction toward a degree
you need to have a Charter granted by
passage of a separate bill in the Ontario
Legislature.

It would seem that this would be no
problem. The Legislature should be glad to
have schools like the Institute offer good
quality instruction which does not cost the
taxpayers anything.

But there is a problem. Already in the
middle Sixties the Ontario government, by
policy of its Ministry of Colleges and
Universities, decided not to grant any
more degree charters. So the bill says you
need a charter to offer degree programs as
the Institute has been doing, but at the
same time the government has the policy
of not granting any more charters! This fact
is well-known by people who work in
higher education in Ontario, and the Min
ister of Colleges and Universities reminded
us of that in a letter dated April 30, 1980:
“As you know, it has been a long-standing
policy that there would be no new free
standing degree-granting institutions estab
lished in Ontario.”

So the Institute is caught in a situation
where we need to have a charter to offer
courses and grant degrees, but the govern
ment is not willing to grant charters. The
proposed bill also spells out very severe
penalties for violating this law, including
fines and imprisonment.

When Bill 4 was introduced it caught in
its web seminaries and Bible colleges, as
well as the Institute. The government did
not realize that its bill would put them out
of existence. So the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities looked again at its policy
and created a side door: “We have recent
ly modified this policy to allow charters to
be granted to theological seminaries and
Bible colleges provided that certain condi
tions are met by the applicants. An impor
tant condition is that the degree designa
tions clearly identify the degrees as being
theological or religious.” (letter of April 30,
1982)

The government hoped and expected
that this would meet the need of the In
stitute. It did not. A theological or Bible
college degree would not fit the type of
school we are, nor the kind of courses we
give. We are continuing to argue that we
need a degree charter that gives us the
right to give instruction and degrees in
areas like history, philosophy, theology,
aesthetics and political theory. This is not
the work of seminaries or Bible colleges,
even though they, too, have an important
place.

We are applying to the Ontario govern
ment for a charter that will enable us to
continue our instructional program and
grant the Master of Arts (M.A.) and Master
of Philosophy (M.Phil.) degrees. Concern
ing this charter application the Minister of
Colleges and Universities has written us on
March 25, 1982: “We should be pleased to
provide all the technical assistance re
quired in presenting this bill to the Legisla
ture. I should, however, point out that I
shall oppose the passage of this bill in its
current form. It has been a long-standing
policy of the Government to oppose the
creation of new secular degree-granting in
stitutions. Accordingly, we shall object to
the Institute for Christian Studies being
given the right to grant the degrees of
Master of Arts and Master of Philosophy
(Section 5(2) (ffl.”

How are we presenting these issues to
the Ontario government? We recently pre
pared a long and detailed paper which sets
out our position, So that our position may
be understood by all who support the In
stitute, we are printing here the substance
of that paper, which was presented to the
Ontario government on July 27, 1982. We
invite you to follow our argument in it, and
urge you to pray that its request will be
granted by the government.

MEMORANDUM to the Ontario Government
on BiH 137 and an appropriate charter for
the Institute for Christian Studies

1. Crisis for the Institute for Christian
Studies

The introduction of Bill 137 in the On
tario Legislature throws the Institute for
Christian Studies (ICS) into an unwanted
crisis. If Bill 137 is passed, and if the Gov
ernment’s policy to issue only theological
charters is not modified, the Institute
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would be prohibited from granting the
M.Phil. degree as we have done since
1975. For us as an academic institution this
is not a trivial thing. To be legally kept from
granting our degrees would undermine
our position as a serious academic institu
tion. It would cause severe injury to our
students.

We are confident that the Progressive
Conservative government, the Premier,
and the Minister of Colleges and Univer
sities do not desire to damage the ICS. We
would like to think that we are all on the
same side in searching for a constructive
outcome of our by now lengthy quest for
appropriate academic recognition.

In this Memorandum we wish to make
known our academic quality, to state
clearly our character and purpose, to
review carefully our predicament, and to
indicate the solution we envisage, namely,
a charter to grant Masters degrees appro
priate to our character, purpose, and cur-
nc u lii m.

2. The Reality of 1CS: Academic
Excellence since 1967

For fifteen years, since 1967, ICS has
served graduate students and the public in
Ontario. About 500 students have attend
ed our regular seminars over the years, in
addition to those who participate in our
special conferences, lectures, and evening
classes. During 1981-82 we had 47 grad
uate students enrolled.

In 1975 we granted our first degree. To
date we have awarded nineteen M.PhiI.
degrees to students completing an arduous
two to three year program which culmi
nates in a substantial thesis and examina
tion. Each thesis has an expert external ex
aminer, usually from an Ontario university.
In addition, one student has completed the
Ph.D. in the cooperative program between
the ICS and the Free University of
Amsterdam.

Our faculty consists of eight scholars
holding doctorates, currently grouped in
five areas—general philosophy, theology,
philosophy of history and historiography,
aesthetics, and political philosophy. Until
recently, we had a faculty member each in
economic philosophy and theoretical psy
chology. Among them they have publish
ed a significant number of books and ar
ticles of both an academic and general
nature. Their books and contributions to
books have been published by Harper and
Row, Anansi, Oxford University Press,
Cambridge University Press, Toronto Tup
pence Press, State University of New York
Press (Albany), Macmillan, Eerdman’s and
many more. They have received grants
and awards from the Canada Council, The
Social Science and Humanities Research
Council of Canada, the American Philo
sophical Society, the Fulbright Program,
the Netherlands Organization for Pure
Research, the Society of Eighteenth Cen
tury Studies, and other sources. They
regularly publish articles and reviews in
journals related to their research.

We have seen copies of the many letters
sent to the government from prominent
academic persons who testify to the high
quality of our work and our reputation.
They attest that our academic credentials
and standing are beyond dispute, both in
Canada and internationally.

3. Our Constituency and Our
Outreach

ICS was founded by and continues to be
supported by persons who immigrated
from the Netherlands after World War II,
and who are part of the Calvinistic Reform
ed tradition. The most ubstantial support
ing denomination is the Christian Reform
ed Church, numbering 50,000 members in
Ontario and about 300,000 in North
America. ICS is part of their contribution to
Christian higher education and belongs to
a long tradition of Christian education in
the liberal arts and sciences. ICS is not of
ficially church controlled, but it is support
ed by churches as attested by the letter the
government received from the Synod of
the Christian Reformed Church in June of
this year.

At the same time, on our faculty are
members not only of these Reformed chur
ches, but also of the United Church of
Canada and the Anglican Church of
Canada. Our students come from a wide
variety of denominations, both Protestant
and Catholic, and from outside Christian
ity. They come from Canada, the United
States, and other parts of the world.

Thus, we are well supported by one
church denomination in Canada while our
academic service is ecumenical and inter
national.

4. ICS as a Christian Institute of the
Arts and Sciences

ICS is a graduate institute founded to
pursue what is called “Christian philoso
phy” and a Christian approach to the
humanities and social sciences. We are in
terdisciplinary in character, specialized in
examining the foundational philosophical
problems of various disicplines. This we do
from a Christian perspective.

We believe Christian philosophy and
Christian approaches to the arts and
sciences offer useful contributions which
are different from yet complementary with
Christian theology and Christian ethics.

Historically we relate to 100 years of
Calvinist philosophy in the Netherlands,
France, South Africa and Hungary, and to
the heritage of Reformed Christian higher
education in the arts and sciences as
represented by the Free University of
Amsterdam, Calvin College, Dordt College
and others. We would see this Calvinistic
tradition in Christian philosophy and
higher education as parallel, for example,
to the Neo-Thomist philosophical tradition
and the many Catholic universities and
colleges of arts and sciences. We also see it
as parallel to Marxist philosophy and
liberal analytic philosophy in North
America.

We are organized without departments
as a single faculty of foundational philo
sophical studies. We seek to approach our
studies with a Christian perspective. We

are modeled directly upon the Central In
terfaculty of Philosophy at the Free Univer
sity of Amsterdam. That Interfaculty is
separate from the faculties of theology, let
ters, social sciences, law, medicine, and
natural sciences, but interrelated with each
of them. In adapting this model to our situ
ation, we are constructed as a self-standing
institution, but we need regular and mean
ingful interrelationships with various uni
versity departments as well as with theo
logical colleges.

Our curriculum, the specializations of
our faculty, their publications, the theses of
our students, our founding purpose, the
tradition to which we relate all demon
strate that ICS is not a theological college
for the training of clergy, nor a full college
or university.

5. Our Degrees: M.PhiI. and M.A.
We have awarded the M.Phil. degree

since 1975. We chose that nomenclature
because (1) it best fit our character, pur
pose, and curriculum, and (2) it best indi
cated the type of academic requirements
we set for our students, and the length of
time in years that it took for a student to
complete the program. If we had a shorter
program, we believe that M.A. would fit
our curriculum as well.

We have awarded degrees on the basis
of a general charter issued in 1961 under
the Corporations Act. That charter permit
ted the Association for the Advancement
of Christian Scholarship (AACS), “to
undertake or promote scripturally directed
learning, and in particular, to establish,
control, and develop a Christian
university.” We began awarding degrees
after a conference with Mr. James Auld,
then Minister of Colleges and Universities,
on February 25, 1975. Mr. Auld suggested
that we award our own degrees, and in
formed us that there was no legal reason
why we could not grant degrees without a
specific charter.

We have relied on the quality of the
work of our students, as well as of our
faculty, to slowly win recognition of our
degrees in academic circles.

However, we have found that the lack of
a formal charter has been an impediment
to regular academic recognition. Accord
ingly, since 1975 we have continued to
seek a means of securing full academic
recognition of our degrees.

6. Our Predicament: Three Alternative
Dead ends

In March 1980 and a ainin lune 982, the
Government introduced bills to regulate
the granting of degrees. Bill 137, like Bill 4,
would prevent ICS from awarding degrees
unless specially authorized by a charter
conferring degree-granting authohty and
specifying the degree nomenclature.

On April 30, 1980, the Honourable Dr.
Bette Stephenson, Minister of Colleges and
Universities, advised us in a letter that the
ICS has three alternative courses we could
pursue in order to continue to grant
degrees in Ontario: (a) seek a charter for
degrees having religious or theological
designations; (b) cooperate with an a
proved foreign university, such as the Free
University of Amsterdam; and (C) affiliate
with an Ontario university.



We can now report what we have dis
covered after actively pursuing these alter
natives. Simply put, we find ourselves in a
predicament.

(a) Charter for Theological or Religious
Degrees

If we have adequately made clear what
kind of institution we are, then it is a small
step to explain why ICS cannot accept any
degree title which has a religious or theo
logical term in it. There are two reasons:

(1) This degree title would falsely denote
that our subject matter and fields of study
are limited merely or even primarily to
studies of Christian philosophy or of Chris
tian texts, traditions, and thinkers. This we
cannot accept, for our founding purpose
commits us to studying the wide scope of
learning as well as a wide range of points of
view. Our curriculum, at this stage in our

( N history, includes a representative selection
of the humanities and social sciences (in
cluding religion and theology), and we
look forward to a fuller representation in
the future.

(2) A degree title having a religious term
in it would inappropriately place our Chris
tian perspective in our degree. This would
imply that our study of philosophy was
perspectival and value-laden in a way that
the study of philosophy elsewhere was
not, that we are “biased” and “sectarian”
while all others are not. One of our essen
tial claims, tied to our founding purpose, is
that all scholarship as pursued by any
human beings is perspectival, and that
there is no such thing as value-free scholar
ship. Forcing us to place our perspective in
our degree would be equivalent to forcing
a secular university to award degrees bear
ing the perspective which predominated
their students’ studies—perhaps Master of
Liberal Analytic Philosophy, Master of
Capitalist Economics, Master of Behaviour
ist Psychology, or Master of Positivistic
Historical Study. It would also be equiva
rent to forcing St. Mary’s University
(Halifax) or Notre Dame University (In
diana) to award Master of Christian Arts or
Master of Christian Science instead of M.A.
and M.Sc.
Christian philosophical study is not( theology; the study of the philosophy of

/ history or of political theory based on
Christian assumptions are not theology.
They are studies in philosophy, liberal arts,
and social science.

Our students would not be served well
by holding a theology degree when they
sought to continue their graduato studies

in philosophy, history, political science,
and so forth.

Beyond these considerations, however,
we must report that there is a simple, prac
tical reality which prevents us from being
able to accept a charter for theological
degrees. If we granted theological degrees
we would come under the additional re
quirement that those degrees be accre
dited by the Association of Theological
Schools of the United States and Canada
(ATS): we would not be eligible even to ap
ply for full accreditation from ATS, not
because our academic quality is inade
quate, but because we do not satisfy the
first, necessary condition for membership,
namely, being a school which provides
education for church ministries. Thus our
theological degrees would be unaccre
dited, and unaccreditable, and our stu
dents would find their way impeded when
they tried to move on for further graduate
study in either universities or theological
schools.

In other words, no matter how often the
Ministry of Colleges and Universities ad
vises us to accept a charter for theological
degrees, the reality remains the same—for
us such an avenue does not lead to
academic recognition, but to a dead end.

(b) Cooperate with the Free University
of Amsterdam: We have successfully
worked out an agreement with this
renowned Dutch university for our Ph.D.
program. We now have a cooperative ar
rangement whereby students completing
an approved course at ICS, if their individ
ual quality is judged satisfactory by the
Free University and if they are interested,
may be admitted to the doctoral disserta
tion level there and complete the Ph.D.
under the joint supervision of ICS and the
Free University. The degree is awarded by
the Free University of Amsterdam.

At the Master’s level, however, there is a
very simple reason why such an arrange
ment is impossible—the Free University,
like other continental universities, grants
no Master’s degrees except in law (LL.M.).
Theirs is altogether a different system; ours
cannot be made to fit into it. Our students
need a Master’s degree in order to fit into
the North American academic setting.
Hence, for us this route also leads into a
dead end.

In any case, why should we not find a
Canadian solution to our need for formal
academic recognition?

(C) Affiliation with an Ontario
University: This is a different kind of prob
lem. We earnestly desire to achieve suit
able affiliation with an Ontario university.
We have stated many times that we are
willing to undergo academic scrutiny by a
university senate, or any impartial aca
demic body. It is part of our raison d’etre to
associate with a major university and inter
relate with the highest levels of scholarship
in the world. This point lay behind our
decision, eleven years ago, to locate the
ICS adjacent to the campus of the Universi
ty of Toronto and its federated colleges;
our practice confirms our intention.

We seek affiliation which would (1) pro
vide appropriate academic interaction,
evaluation, and recognition; (2) permit us
to retain our religious/philosophical
distinctiveness and our coherence as an in
stitute; (3) allow us to remain in Toronto
with its academic resources.

Consequently, in two distinct periods we
actively sought affiliation with what appear
to be the most suitable universities. First in
1974-76 we took up contact with eight
Ph.D.-granting universities: Toronto, York,
McMaster, Queen’s, Waterloo, Western,
Windsor and Carleton. Then in 1980 we
reinitiated contact with four of these
nearest to Toronto: Toronto, York,
McMaster, and Waterloo. From six univer
sities we. received clear negatives, while
from Carleton we received no interest and
from York no movement. Inquiries at two
other universities (Brock, Wilfred Laurier)
suggested there was no basis on which to
pursue formal contacts. The remaining
universities appeared unsuitable for
various reasons (Guelph, Laurentian,
Trent, Ottawa and Lakehead).

The reasons for the negatives tended to
be the same in most cases: (a) the univer
sity already had enough affiliation or in
struction of its own in the area of religion;
(b) the university was not in a serious posi
tion to consider adding any new program;
(c) in some cases, the distance to Toronto
was too great, or (d) simply no possibility
or no interest existed. In no case was any
question raised about our academic quali
ty or our value as an academic resource.

It became apparent to us that while the
Ministry of Colleges and Universities looks
at university affiliation in terms of general
public policy as the appropriate means of
providing academic recognition in On
tario, the universities we approached look
ed at contact with us solely in relation to
their own individual purposes, interests,
and plans. They did not see themselves as
having the responsibility the Ministry has
seemed to think they had with respect to
us. Moreover, there is no provision which
requires any university to take us on as an
affiliate even if it were demonstrated that
we meet appropriate academic criteria.

We have sincerely tried to secure affilia
tion, something we desire very earnestly,
but the affiliation system, however well it
may have worked in the past for denomi
national colleges, has not been working as
the Ministry thinks it should now in our
case, and it offers no prospect, of working
for us in the foreseeable future. This is so
through no defect in us, but, it seems, be
cause of the structure of the system in the
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present historical circumstances.
In simple, practical terms, therefore,

affiliation with an Ontario university ap
pears to be, for us, a dead end.

7. Still Another Dead End
Following this review of our predica

ment, it appears to us that all three courses
suggested by the Ministry are, for us, dead
ends.

This leaves two other alternatives not
mentioned by the Minister. The first is this:
could ICS stop granting degrees and issue
certificates instead? For most of our
students, this would create no problem,
since many who come to study at the In
stitute do so for a year or two simply for
their personal development—they want us
to help them work through some philo
sophical or religious question n their
studies.

However, an increasing number of our
students come for our rigorous two to
three year course of graduate study cul
minating in a substantial thesis and ex
amination. Such students want our degree,
and they need it in order to mark their
academic achievement. A degree is, by
long tradition and usage, the normal way
that an academic institution recognizes the
academic competence and level of its
graduates. ICS’s work is competent, our
curriculum is worthy, and our students’
work properly merits the recognition con
ferred by academic degrees.

For the ICS to give up granting degrees as
it has since 1975 would undermine our
academic credibility and damage our
students’ careers. Hence, giving up our
degree-granting practice is also, for us, a
dead end.

8. A Practical Way out:
An Appropriate Charter

What remains? The Government could
issue to us the charter we seek. We have
come to believe that this is the best solu
tion, and it now appears to be the only
practical solution for our predicament.

We have applied for a charter to permit
us to continue doing what we have been
doing successfully and with proven merit,
namely, a charter to grant Masters degrees
appropriate to our character, purpose, and
curriculum. We believe the appropriate
degrees would be the MA, and M.Phil.
granted in our specialty, namely,
foundational-philosophical studies.

The Minstry currently appears to use two
categories in devising degree-granting
policy in higher education: universities of
fering “secular” degrees, and theologica!
colleges/Bible colleges offering “religious”
degrees. The Minister, the Hon. Dr. Bette
Stephenson, has told us in a letter that it
‘thas been a long-standing policy of the
Government to oppose the creation of
new secular degree-granting institutions.”
(March 25, 1982)

In the context of our predicament, the
Minister’s categories and statement now
lead us to point out several things about
what we seek:

(a) We do not seek the creation of a new
degree-granting institution. We have been
in existence since 1967 and have publicly

granted degrees since 1975. Our academic
quality is unchallenged. Bill 137 would pre
vent us from doing what we have done ap
propriately and with good academic
reputation. We seek a charter to permit us
to continue doing what we have been do
ing well.

(b) We do not seek a charter for “secu
lar” degrees, but for degrees in arts and
philosophy, rather than degrees in theo
logy. The Minister’s statement seems to
reflect unwittingly the out-dated and philo
sophically untenable notion that academic
scholarship in the arts and sciences is and
can be free of ultimate beliefs, personal
assumptions, a particular perspective. The
ICS was founded, in part, to point out that
all scholarship in any subject area is and
can only be perspectival and value-laden.
Thus, scholars in arts and philosophy in
Ontario universities can not be free of their
own perspectives, nor are they, any more
than we are at CS with our Christian
perspectives. The right to grant degrees in
arts and philosophy should not in any way
be a question of what perspective the
scholars or institutions employ. In aca
demic terms, it should be based upon the
academic competence to do so and the
appropriateness of the degrees to the sub
ject matter. Hence, we seek a charter for
Masters degrees in arts and philosophy
which are appropriate to our subject mat
ter and which fit our unquestioned
competence.

(c) We do not seek to be a university like
the fifteen comprehensive universities in
Ontario; we do not ask to have the word
“university” added to our name. More
over, we have already shown that we are
not a theological college. Thus, we do not
fit into either category that the Ministry
currently uses.

Rather, we seek to be what we have
always been—an institute, an interdisci
plinary graduate centre devoted to the
study of foundational and philosophical
issues in various academic disciplines from
a Christian perspective. While we are
neither a university nor a theological col
lege, we have the curricular need to relate
with both.

In short, CS has existed for fiteen years
in Toronto and has awarded degrees with
competence since 1975. We are no differ
ent from any other institution, whether
university or theological college, in offer
ing our studies within the context of ulti

mate beliefs and perspectives. We do not
add to the number of universities in
Ontario.

With the alternative avenues to degrees
closed, and assuming the Ministry does not
wish/to damage our position as a worthy
academic institution that grants degrees
with competence, then it seems entirely
practical as well as just for the Government
of Ontario to support our application for a
degree-granting charter appropriate to our
character and competence.

9. Bill 137
ICS supports in general the intent of Bill

137—to protect the quality of academic de
grees, and to prohibit incompetent degree
mills from granting degrees.

But Bill 137, taken together with Govern
ment policy to issue no degree-granting
charters except in theology, does not ade
quately provide for a case such as ICS. It
would not only eliminate degree mills; it
would eliminate ICS.

Moreover, the existing system of
academic recognition in the non-theologi
cal fields—namely affiliation with a univer
sity—may not always work as the means of
providing academic recognition to bona
fide institutions such as ICS.

Some provision is needed to make possi
ble the existence of independent institu
tions of higher learning in Ontario, that is,
institutions independent of the Govern
ment’s system of universities. We suggest
that institutions, such as ICS, which are
stable in serving and being supported by a
constituency, and which do not seek Gov
ernment funding, be able to receive
degree-granting charters on the basis of
academic competence. To this end, we
propose that the Ministry and the Legis
lature consider an amendment to Bill 137
along the lines of the following:

Notwithstanding any provision of
this Act, the Minister may give writ
ten consent to a person to grant a
degree and to provide a program of
post-secondary study leading to a
degree to be conferred by a person
in or outside Ontario, provided the
degree is granted on the basis of in
structional programs whose aca
demic standards are the equivalent
of those university degrees of the
same level, and such written con
sent may not be reasonably with
held.

10. Conclusion
The ICS wants to get out of the crisis

created for us by Bill 137. We are certain
that the Ministry does not wish to eliminate
ICS. There seems to be new and ample
good reason for the Ministry and the Gov
ernment to take the practical step of sup
porting ICS’s application for a charter to
grant the degrees appropriate to our
character and curriculum, namely, the
M.A. and M.Phil. degrees in foundational,
philosophical studies.

At the very least, the Government could
treat us as a kind of “non-conforming ex
ception,” unique in Ontario, and permit us
to continue to carry on our academic ser
vice with excellence.

(



AACS board elections
After this summer?s elections, one incumbent returns and three new persons

,.\are added to the AACS Board of Trustees. Taking long—time trustee Karen
De WaaPs place on the board to represent Region Five (Southwestern Onta-
rio) is John De Groot. Mr. De Groot is a retired nursery and garden cen
tre operator, active in the AACS for many years. He has been deeply
involved in the promotion of Christian schools, serving as one of the
founding members of the board that started the local Christian high school.

Dr. John Van Dyk was re-elected to serve as trustee for Eastern U.S.A. Dr.
Van Dyk is a chemist from Wilmington, Delaware, and now serves his second
term as AACS trustee.

Two trustees-at-large were elected this summer in a new effort to get wider
representation on the board and to strengthen the executive committee of
the Board of Trustees that meets regularly between the times of the bi
annual trustee meetings. For these reasons, trustees—at—large were selected
from the Toronto area.

Heather Marsman and Ary de Jong were the first two trustees to be elected
to these positions. Mrs. Marsman is a homemaker, writer and teacher living
in Barrie. She does supply teaching, is chairman of the library committee
of the local Christian school, and is a member of the planning board to
set up a local Christian high school. She writes poetry and magazine
articles, and works in a local bookstore.

Ary de Jong has been employed by Shell Canada for the past 18 years and is
currently chief administrator of the pension fund at Shell. He has always

( been very involved in Christian school at board and committee levels and
1has served extensively on the consistory of his home church, Grace Chris

tian Reformed Church in Scarborough.

AACS BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING

Announcement: The AACS Board of Trustees will meet in regular ses
sion on Thursday and Friday, November 11 and 12, on the premises of
the AACS at 229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario. All members are
asked to take note of these dates and contact their trustees in ad
vance of that time if they wish to raise questions or matters of
concern.

ICS has strong profile at British arts festival

by Jon Chaplin

(,The Christian music and arts scene showed vigorous signs of life near
London, England, this summer as 18,000 people converged at the Greenbelt
Christian Arts Festival, the ninth annual event of its kind. ICS Senior
Member Calvin Seerveld was one of the keynote speakers at this year’s.event.
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Greenbelt is unique in that it produces probably the largest gathering of
Christian musicians anywhere in the world, and has now established itself

as the largest annual Christian event in Britain. Although music, espe
cially rock music, was behind the original impetus and remains the central

core of Greenbelt, an extensive supporting program of seminars, plays,
poetry readings, films, exhibitions, book and record stores flank the music

side of the festival.

Seerveld was on mainstage four times during the festival. His first major

presentation was on “The Spirit and Contribution of Modern Art” in which

he demonstrated with slides what no—nonsense modern painters mean for our
current life and sanctification. Another major address was an examination

of joy, play and games as gifts of God fit for a humanity following Christ

in our grim secular age. An argument that the arts are not a luxury but a

striking gift of God we need to give away redemptively to our neighbour as

offerings of shalom was given under the title, “Why the Arts?” The last

of his major presentations was an exploration of the meaning of nakedness
in the context of love that is free——as understood by the secular mind

contrasted with the Christian mincL.

Both Seerveld and ICS Senior Member Paul Marshall, also present at this
event, participated in panel discussions with other invited speakers. Seer
veld and Marshall both took part in a panel discussion on “Why the Arts?”

while Marshall went on to give his views in panels on “Social Gospel or No
Gospel” and “Peacemaking.” He also gave a major address on “The Basis for

a Christian Politics.” Marshall found Greenbelt an invigorating experience.

“I’ve never seen anything like it,” he said on his return.

Greenbelt’s continued growth in the past decade is indicative of the devel

oping music and arts consciousness which has been infecting sections of the

evangelical community in Britain over the last decade or so. While some (
North American Christians have taken important leads on the political and

educational fronts, possibly the most visible evidence of organized Chris

tian cultural presence in Britain so far seems to be in the arts, including

theatre and the media.

Graham Cray, chairman of the Greenbelt executive, explains, “Greenbelt is

a celebration of faith in Jesus Christ and an exploration of what it means

to serve Him today. At its heart is the conviction that the Kingdom of

God, his rule over everything,has begun in Jesus. God’s nile is being

restored.” The purpose of Greenbelt is to express this conviction through

music and the arts. Having something of a catch—all character, the festi

val attracts artists with widely differing understandings of “Christian

art.” Seerveld was delighted with the event, although he remarked that

“the punters (conferees) were not so interested in reflecting on art as in

enjoying whatever art was served up and then also reflecting on non—artis

tic matters.”

Greenbelt organizers are keen to push the process of critical reflection

much farther, in particular by means of Strait, a quarterly magazine of

good and humorous writing on arts and other topics, challenging readers to

examine their music, art and lifestyle in general. No one would deny that

Greenbelt has only just begun its trek in pursuit of that elusive but
alluring and demanding call to develop a creative Christian artistic pos
ture. But this should not prevent a cautious recognition that Greenbelt
could eventually make a significant Christian contribution to cultural

renewal, not only in Britain, but also perhaps on the other side of the
Atlantic.

Jon ChapZin, who also attended Greenbelt, is a student at ICS.



Development Notes

by Aileen Van Ginkel

The level of activity at the premises of the AACS/ICS has more than doubled

since the students have returned for another academic year. Their enthu

siasm is contagious, and we’re all expecting a fruitful year. Unfortunate

ly, the news about our present financial situation is not as bright.

The momentum from the twenty—fifth anniversary campaign has died down, and

we’re experiencing temporary shortages in funds. So far, with the help of

short-term loans, we’ve been able to pay our bills. This problem was

anticipated in the budget. As you know, we have projected a $78,700 defi

cit by June 30, 1983. We’re doing what we can to hold down our expenses,

of course, but we’re also looking to our supporters for help.

We have mailed letters to our members, donors and potential donors asking

for donations to tide us over for the next month or two. By mid—November

many of these same people will have received another letter asking that

they include the AACS/ICS in their annual year—end giving. A favourable

response to either (or both!) of these letters would be an immediate help

to us.

There’s another way to help us which I’d like you to consider. If you have
(‘N$500 or more which you won’t need for the next year or so, why not lend it

to us for that time? You would know that your loan money will be put to

good use in supporting the services of the AACS/ICS. We can pay you 12%

interest and repay you on 30 days notice. Another thing you should know:

our loans are safe because the equity on our building is substantially

more than what we owe for our mortgage and loans.

I know that the competition for donations is increasing all the time,

especially now when Christian institutions are blossoming and the general

economic situation is declining. Lending money can be a way for you to

support the high aims of the AACS/ICS, while at the same time ensuring

that you’ll have money a year from now that can be reinvested with us or

with another group that shares your goals and concerns.

Would you take the time to prayerfully consider participating in our Loan

Program?

Loan Form

L4ACS, 229 Coliege Street, Toronto, Ontar-to, Canada M5T 1R4

Enclosed is
$______

for the AACS Loan Program. I understand you will

send me a promissory note confirming the terms of my loan.

Please send me further information about the AACS Loan Program.

Name Address
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Staff changes at AACS
In the past six weeks three people have left the AACS/ICS staff, and like
all changes this has brought about both good and bad results. It’s always
a difficult thing to imagine a working situation without certain “standard
features.” Yet a change in personnel always brings in surprises, fresh
ideas and new enthusiasm which help the whole staff to do their tasks more
creatively, more efficiently perhaps, and sometimes with a renewed dedica
tion to the goals and purposes of the AACS.

In late August we said good—bye to Brian Walsh, his wife Wendy and their
young son Jubal. Brian and Wendy have been part of the greater ICS commun
ity for many years and provided much leadership during that time. Brian
graduated from the ICS with an M.Phil. in 1979 and had been student re
cruiter and campus outreach coordinator for three years. Brian’s involve
ment with the campus outreach program goes back many years to the time he
was a teacher of some of these courses. In 1979 he helped to write a man
ual for those teaching these courses, a manual that has since been used
by campus workers across the continent. Brian was always good at making
contacts with students and church leaders who were not familiar with the
reformational tradition of the ICS and was able to instill the vision for
a Christian world and life view into the lives of no small number of people
he met. He was especially instrumental in building bridges with InterVar—
sity Christian Fellowship and served as associate staff member with them
for two years. ICS junior member Richard Middleton and Brian are currently
writing a book on “A Christian Perspective.’t We wish him and Wendy the
very best as they settle in Montreal where they are both enrolled in grad
uate studies at McGill University-—Brian in a religious studies program
and Wendy in musical composition.

Brian has left his post to Susan Bower and Malcolm
MacRury, ICS junior members in the final stages of
their M.Phil. programs. Malcolm worked with Brian
over the past year by taking over most of the re
sponsibility in student recruitment and Susan worked
closely with Brian on campus outreach activities for
two years. She now heads up a team of nine campus
outreach teachers who work under the banner of
“Hearing andDoing,” the new name for the campus
outreach program. Malcolm continues his work in
recruitment and admissions this year and also edits
Seed, a Christian newspaper distributed to campuses
in the Toronto area. Susan and Malcolm, a husband
and wife team, bring a lot of energy to their work
and have already proven to be important links to
groups of students outside the ICS.

Belinda Vaartjes has left the employment of the AACS after more than five
years of dedicated service. She started as assistant to Harry VanderVelde,
then the business and finance director, and moved into the position of
business administrator in 1980 to take over Harry’s tasks in accounting
and building management. Never at a loss for that tiny little detail of
information regarding an invoice, not intimidated by broken—down office
machines, eager to do favours for staff and students alike——whether it had
to do with money matters or not——Belinda is certainly a loss to the AACS.
Fortunately she is still close by so that when we need to dip into her
memory bank in cases of desperation we can easily call on her. She has
taken her talents to the Ontario Food Terminal complex where she works as
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accountant and office manager.

Left to juggle the many tasks of business manager is
Phil Travis, an alumnus of the ICS from 1978—80. Phil,
a graduate of Calvin College and a native of New York,
joins the AACS staff after two years of teaching econo
mics, accounting and psychology at a local high school.
His enthusiasm, dedication and innovative ideas have not
been stifled after several weeks of hard work on year-
end statements, office rearrangements, and a shaky
financial position. Even before he came to the ICS as
a student Phil had long been familiar with and supported
the AACS and its goals. We are happy to have someone

Phil Travis is nero with Phil’s talents and courage take over in the posi
business manager at tion of business manager and trust that all of us will
AACS benefit greatly from his company and insights.

Phil will also be taking over some of the responsibilities of Dirk Jongkind,
a semi—retired man who served the AACS for two years as custodial super
visor and general handyman. Although he had already retired twice, Dirk
felt that taking on another job on a part—time basis for the AACS would be
quite desirable and possible. Very helpful even in the most menial tasks,
his ready willingness to serve and make life easier for other staff members
will not be forgotten. Dirk will continue to spend much of his time at The
Lighthouse, a downtown Christian community centre, where he is general
coordinator of a series of youth and adult—oriented programs.

AACS/ICS news

The AACS sends hearty congratulations to the faculty, staff, students and
supporters of Redeemer College in Hamilton, Ontario, who celebrated the
opening of the college in a celebratory service on September 6. 1700 peo
ple attended this joyful event, at which Senior Member GEORGE VANDERVELDE
represented the ICS.

Senior Member HENDRIK HART presented a paper at the 1982 meeting of the
Canadian Philosophical Association in June on the topic “Reason within

the Bounds of Commitment.”

Senior Members HENDRIK HART and JAMES OLTHUIS participated in AACS summer
conferences. Hart was the keynote speaker for the conference southwest

British Columbia organized. Both Hart and Olthuis participated in a vari
ety of ways at the Niagara conference In Ontario. (See pages 8—10 in this
issue.)

Senior Member PAUL MARSHALL represented the ICS at a conference of the
International Association for Reformed Faith and Action August 19—22 in

Zeist, The Netherlands, and spoke to the assembly about the work of the
Institute.

PAUL MARSHALL also attended the second international conference of the
Society for Calvinistic Philosophy in The Netherlands August 23—27. He

I responded to the major address by Dr. Hendrik Geertsema on “A.Personal Uni
verse and the Method of Science.” While in The Netherlands he also met
with officials of the Christian Democratic Association and with some
friends of the ICS.
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AACS/ICS NEWS (cont.)

A strong representation from the ICS attended the Gre-enbelt Festival in
England (story pages 15-16). PAUL MARSHALL and CALVIN SEERVELD gave ma

jor addresses while ROBERT VANDERVENNEN, AACS Executive Director, and
Junior Members JON CHAPLIN and ADRIENNE DENGERINK strengthened ties with (students and organizations concerned with Christian scholarship there.

While in England this summer Senior Member CALVIN SEERVELD was invited to
speak at the annual meeting of the Arts Centre Group in London held

September 1-4. He shared a double bill one evening with Dr. Os Guinness,
a well-known evangelical speaker from England. After presentations about
the participation of Christian leaders and artists in today’s culture, the
speakers led an hour—long discussion with the audience, made up largely of
people involved in theatre and broadcasting in England.

On September 30 and October 1 Senior Member JAMES OLTHUIS was the guest
of Christian Educational Services in Pittsburgh. He gave three major

addresses the first day to groups of graduate and undergraduate students,
professors and campus workers on “The Nature of Theology,” “Life Stages,”
and “Faith Development.” The following day at Indiana University he spoke
to a mixed group of professors and students on how to read the Bible. That
evening he led a discussion on the same topic with fifteen invited guests
at the home of Dr. Peter Steen, liaison person for the AACS in western
Pennsylvania.

JAMES OLTHUIS led a seminar on “Stages: Intimacy in Marriage” at a
ministers workshop in San Francisco October 12—14. This seminar was

sponsored by the New Ecumenical Research Council.

JAMES OLTHUIS served as the outside examiner for John Bolt who recently
graduated from St. Michael’s College at the University of Toronto, having

completed a doctoral dissertation on Herman Bavinck.

Junior Member ADRIENNE DENGERINK received her doctorandus degree from the
Free University on June 29. She worked closely with ICS Senior Member

CALVIN SEERVELD to complete the final stages of her research on the work
of Suzanne K. Langer, an American philosopher of art.

Papers, pamphlets and books originating out of the ICS have found their
way around the world thanks to the ICS information table set up at the

General Assembly of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, held in Ottawa
August 10—27. Delegates were able to get additional information from ICS
representative NICHOLAS TERPSTRA and his wife ANGELA.

PUBLICATIONS

Senior Member AL WOLTERS’ article “Neoplatonism and Indian Thought: a
survey of modern scholarly opinion on Plotinus and Indian Thought” was

published in the second vo.lume of Studies in Neoplatonisin: Ancient and
Modern, edited by R. Baine Harris and released in 1982 by the International
Society for Neoplatonic Studies. This was a paper Wolters prepared for an
international conference on this theme held at Brock University inSt.
Catharines, Ontario, in 1976.

Senior Member BERNARD ZYLSTRA’s article “Let the Church Speak as Church”(
was published in. booklet form by the Council of Christian Reformed

Churches in Canada. This booklet also contains an address by Rev. Peter
Jonker on “The Task of the Church as Institute in Relation to Current
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AACS/ICS NEWS (cont.)

Public Issues,” given at a CCRCC sponsored conference in 1981. The booklet
is available for 75ç from CCRCC, Box 5070, Burlington, Ontario L7R 3Y8.

Senior Member GEORGE VANDERVELDE’s article “Creation and Cross in the
Christology of Eduard Schillebeeckx——A Protestant Appraisal” was accepted

for publication by the Journal of Ecumenical Studies and will be released
in the coming months.

CAMPUS OUTREACH

ICS staff members SUSAN BOWER and MALCOLM MACRURY attended a staff week
end of the Coalition for Christian Outreach in Pittsburgh to introduce

the educational resources of the “Hearing and Doing” program run by the ICS
and to arrange for future speaking engagements.

MALCOLM MACRURY gave two illustrated lectures at the Chinese Baptist
Church in Toronto on “Understanding Popular Culture” and “A Christian

Woridview.” About 100 students and young adults were in attendance.

On August 25 MALCOLM spoke at an all—day retreat at a Christian Reformed
Church in Toronto for students from the CRC chaplaincy groups in the

area. The topic of his session was “Being an Authentic Student-—Being an
Authentic Christian.”

MALCOLM and SUSAN spoke to a large group at the evening service of Little
Trinity Anglican Church in Toronto on “Developing Your Christian Mind.”

A round-table discussion followed their talk. The following Saturday they
led a more intensive workshop on the same topic.

On October 12 MALCOLM spoke to the Christian Fellowship group at Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute in Toronto on “Truth as Jesus saw it.” JON

CHAPLIN spoke to the same group September 21 on “The Kingdom of God.”

AACS Remittance Form
The AACS is an association of over 2,000
members from 24 countries worldwide. Our
purpose is to promote Scripturally directed
learning and biblical reformation of scholar
ship. Our main project is the Institute of
Christian Studies, a graduate school for
research and teaching.

to pay a subscription fee of $8 per year.
Perspective is mailed to interested persons
in a total of 44 countries.

Membership is open to all who agree with
the purpose and religious position of the
Association.

Members and other friends can financially
support AACS by making a donation to the
following organiza Lions:

Canada and other countries
AACS
229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5T 1R4

U.S.A.
AACS Foundation
3201 Burton Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Financial support is most welcome and
needed, since most of our money must come
from donations. Donations in support of
our work are tax-ded.ictihie for residents of
Cada, U.S.i-. ani The Netj.ieriands when
sent to the organizations listed below.
Perspective is sent free of charge to all
members and donors. Nondonors are asked

Please send more information.
Enclosed is a donation.
Enclosed is a subscription fee.
I would like to become a member.

Please send me an application.

N nnfl

Netherlands
Calvinistic World Association
Potgieterweg 46
1851 CJ Heiloo
(gironummer 17 75 496)
(specify for AACS)

Address

Postal Code
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Choose one academic paper a

month from those offered,

designed to advance Christian

scholarship. A wide range of

academic fields are covered.Each

paper attempts to contribute to

Christian thinking in contrast to

secular humanistic study.

El Here’s my subscription

$15 per year for 10 papers.

El Send more information

Name

Address

AACS/Institute for Christian

Studies

229 College St., Toronto.
Ontario M5T 1R4

Religious
neutrality?

Some graduate schools believe that religious

neutrality is the sign of academic excellence.

We don’t Scholarship, like all of life, is

directed by the fundamental religious

direction of the scholar. For graduate

studies informed by an integral, cohering

biblical perspective, come to the

Institute
for
Christian
Studies
We offer M.Phil. and Ph.D. programs

dealing with the foundational issues in

philosophy, theology, history and

historiography, psychological theory,

political theory and philosophical aesthetics.

For information write:

Admissions Office
Institute for Christian Studies

229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T 1R4

It is also the name of a
quarterly paper of Christian scholars
committed to the inner reformation
(renewal) of learning. By subscribing
you help explore the implications of
creation, fall and redemption for
every academic discipline.

A. Wolters, editor $10/year

D Enclosed is $10 for a one year
subscription
C Send more information

Name

Address

City

Prov/State Code

AACS, 229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1R4

on Aging)

C
NIAGARA CONFERENCE 1982 CASSETTE TAPES AVAILABLE ($5.50 per cassette)

Jan De Waal: The Family: Nostalgia or Necessity?

Jan De Waal: The Family: Failing or Fulfilled?

Jan Van Dyk: The Challenge of the Fifth Commandment in the 80s (Biblical perspective

Penelope Tyndale: The Church: Help or Hindrance in Family Life

Jim Deborah Marshall: Blended Families: Nourishing a Newly-Grafted Tree

P Sid De Waal: Communication in the Family

Brownlee E Gloria Delisi: CommunIty and Creativity for the Christian Single

Aukje Masselink: Come, Hold My Hand and Walk With Me (concerning exceptional children)

Mary VanderVennen f Louis Martin: Sexuality in the Christian Family

James Olthuis: Stages and Ages: The Life Cycle of a Marriage

James Olthuis: Communicating Across the Generation Gap

Morning worship service with Rev. Andrew Kuyvenhoven

Evening worship service led by Hendrik Hart

Songfest

*****************************************************************************************

Order from: AACS
229 College Street

Address______________________________________ Toronto, Ontario
MST 1R4 (

I enclose $ for the cassettes I have ordeTed C$5.50 for each cassette).

Name
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Hearing and Doing

—a program in campus
outreach

The following courses are current
ly being taught in the Hearing arid
Doing campus outreach program. For
more information, or to ask how to
join, please contact the ICS. Campus outreach staff pZan new season

A CHRISTIAN WORLDVIEW IN A SECULAR CULTURE
The Bible offers a dynamic way of looking at life which is relevant for the re
newal of our society. How can we communicate this worldview to our culture?

Guelph, 22 Green Street
University of Guelph
Animal Sciences Bldg. #002

University of Toronto
Larkin Bldg. #340

Ryerson Polytechnical Inst.
Jurgenson Hall #666

Erindale College
North Bldg. #105

CHRISTIANITY AND SCHOLARSHIP
Is there a distinctively Christian theory of economics, or politics, or arts, or
psychology? Is there a Christian alternative to positivism, systems theory, and
Marxism?

Tuesdays, 4:00 pm ICS, fourth floor Susan Bower and
229 College Street Malcolm MacRury

POLITICAL ACTION STUDY GROUP
This study is aimed at students in all subjects who are eager to explore their
Christian witness in politics and begin to act on specific issues.

ICS, fourth floor

REFLECTIONS ON ART
What is Christian art and how do musicians, painters, writers, actors, etc. engage
in their artistic endeavours without compromising their Christian integrity?

York University
Fine Arts Bldg. #304

University of Toronto
Newman Centre, third floor

CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE
Is there a Christian perspective on themes such as the nature and limIts of
scientific knowledge, the environment, technology——its economic, political and
social aspects, and biological research?

PlaceTime

Mondays, 6:45 pm
Tuesdays, 7:30 pm

Wednesdays, 7:00 pm

Wednesdays, 6:00 pm

Wednesdays, 7:00 pm

Teacher

Steve Drakefoot
Richard Middleton

Steve Shaw

Jon Chaplin

Steve Prediger

Thursdays, 5:00 pm

Mondays, 4:00 pm

Tuesdays, 5:00 pm

Jon Chaplin

Adrienne Dengerink

Adrienne Dengerink

Thursdays, 5:00 pm ICS, fourth floor Tim De Jager-Seerveld
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Human Rights
in Chriffian Pe4ective

Dr. Paul A. Marshall
on the occasion of his appointment as

Senior Member in Political Theory
at the Initute for Chriban Studies

Saturday, November 13, 1982 at 2:30 pm

Medical Sciences Auditorium
1 King’s College Circle
University of Toronto
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